[1] The influences of vegetation and its spatial and temporal heterogeneity on the detection of soil moisture can be significant and may limit the applicability of satellite passive microwave sensors. Sensitivity analysis of an applied soil moisture algorithm using ground-based measurements can show where problems can arise and how they may be circumvented. This paper investigates a method of retrieving a one-dimensional soil moisture profile and the surface and canopy temperature, under the influence of different vegetations and dynamics, by integrating numerical models and passive microwave, visible, and near-infrared measurements via a novel application of data assimilation. The land surface scheme (LSS), which is at the heart of the present land data assimilation scheme (LDAS), is a biophysically based model (simplified biosphere model 2: SiB2) of soil, vegetative and atmospheric interactions. 
Introduction
[2] The soil water content is a basic hydrologic state variable. Soil moisture is generally defined as the water in the near-surface soil zone that is available to the atmosphere through evaporation or through transpiration in LSS that are part of GCMs (details of these acronyms are summarized in Table 1 ). Knowledge of its spatial and temporal variability is valuable for applications in hydrologic forecasting, climate change estimations, meteorological predictions and for improving our understanding of water and energy interactions between the land surface and the atmosphere, the role of vegetation in the climate system, as well as in soil-water dynamics. Errors in the estimates of soil moisture contribute to errors in the estimates of flux and, consequently, to potentially significant errors in model-based predictions of weather or short-term climate [e.g., Rowell and Blondin, 1990; Rowntree and Bolton, 1983] .
[3] The BATS [Dickinson et al., 1986] and BATS2 [Dickinson et al., 1998 ], SiB and SiB2 [Sellers et al., 1996] , NOAH-LSM [Mitchell et al., 2000] , and VIC-2L [Nijssen et al., 1997] are some of the commonly used physically based land surface models. The increase in the complexity of the representation of processes over recent years has resulted in a significant increase in the number of model parameters involved in such models. Together, the model structure and the model parameters control the behavior of the model. In order to successfully apply a physically realistic model, it must be accurately initialized and its parameters must be properly estimated. Reliable initial conditions not only allow for rapid convergence, but also reduce the magnitude of the propagation errors in the algorithm. Parameterizations within the model are empirically tuned to yield an atmosphere whose behavior is consistent with observations.
[4] The LSS soil moisture and other estimates will be improved by the assimilation of observational data. Assimilation is the process of finding the model representation which is most consistent with the observations Ide et al., 1997] . The basis of geophysical model data assimilation is a four-dimensional representation of a unified, dynamically evolving geophysical system by a math-ematical model that has the capacity to predict dynamical changes occurring in the system, and to accept the new insertion of observational data distributed heterogeneously in time and space, and to blend these data with earlier and current information objectively under rigorous quality control. This concept has evolved into a family of techniques (Kalman filter [Gelb, 1974; Entekhabi et al., 1994; Walker et al., 2001; Crosson et al., 2002] , nudging and statistical interpolation [Seaman, 1990; Houser et al., 1998 ], and variational approach [Daley, 1991; McLaughlin, 1995; Castelli et al., 1999; Reichle et al., 2001] ) known as FDDA [Stauffer and Seaman, 1990] .
[5] The passive microwave emissions (especially the longer wavelength) of the land surface are influenced strongly by both the surface soil moisture and the temperature [Dobson et al., 1985; Jackson and Le Vine, 1996; Eni and Entekhabi, 1996; and Jackson, 1997] and the nature of the overlying vegetation [Schmugge, 1998; Jackson, 1997; Jackson et al., 1999] , and could be observed from the ground, aircrafts and satellite-based sensors. These observations would be candidates for assimilation if there were reliable relationships between the radio brightness and the optical thickness of the vegetation [e.g., Burke et al., 2001; Owe et al., 2001] and the soil wetness and surface temperature of the LSS. The main focus in our research is to develop a prototype system that uses the data assimilation method in a LSS, in order to improve its initial conditions and forecasts using microwave radiometer observations.
[6] The radiative transfer mechanism, which describes the emission of microwave energy both from the soil and vegetation, is not entirely straightforward, due to inadequate knowledge about the emission processes, especially from vegetation. Traditional methodologies have often attempted to relate remotely sensed data to either observed or modeled soil moisture and temperature, to solve the vegetation components as a residual, and then relate this value to measurable parameters such as a vegetation index [Ahmed, 1995] . These approaches are not ideal because they are not physically based. The inverse problem of separating brightness temperature observed at satellite altitudes into its component parts is still not entirely straightforward. A large number of obstacles have contributed to this difficulty, including the heterogeneity of the land surface and the inherent spatial variability of soil physical properties, as well as vegetation types and properties; the nonlinearity of the emission processes and the difficulties in quantifying these complex physical relationships. Another important factor is the lack of optimal validation data sets.
[7] For applications from spaceborne observations, the possibility of estimating vegetation effects and soil properties concurrently is a result of key importance [Paloscia and Pampaloni, 1992; Burke et al., 2001] . These obstacles are best addressed from ground-based experiments or possibly from airborne interferometric surveys. In addition, there is an urgent need to test and validate radiative transfer algorithms over a variety of vegetation types, water contents and dynamics.
[8] This study focuses on vegetation, with an emphasis on agricultural crops, and explores the feasibility of retrieving one-dimensional soil moisture profiles, the canopy temperature, and the soil surface temperature using GBMR observations via a simple but physically based algorithm: the LDAS, with a known vegetation optical depth [Jackson et al., 1999] estimated from the NDVI. Since the NDVI and LAI are obtained from visible and near-infrared measurements, the distinction between vegetation types, the quantitative assessment for its growth stage, and the physically based estimates of its coupled vegetation and land surface process become more realistic. The relationships among the vegetation variables and the NDVI are obtained using data collected from the SMEX02. The GBMR operates at three frequencies with dual polarizations, identical to that of the three channels of the recently launched satellite sensor AMSR-E.
[9] The present LDAS focuses mainly on a spatially onedimensional variational approach with the temporal dimension within an assimilation window (1DVAR). The SiB2 is used as a model operator, and a RTM is used as the observation operator. The SA technique [Ingber, 1989; Kruger, 1993] , which is capable of minimizing the cost function without using adjoint models, is applied in the present study. The validations of the LDAS were carried out for different land cover conditions, such as vegetation (corn and soybean) and bare ground (smooth, rough, and natural), with homogeneous footprint observations of GBMR in SMEX02. The LDAS results are compared with open loop simulations (no assimilation) and with field observations, and are presented in this text.
Model Development
[10] Other studies have illustrated that assimilation schemes having the characteristics of variational methods are the most effective at offering the possibility of achieving the optimal performance of Kalman filters with the computational efficiency of suboptimal methods [Reichle et al., . This is possible because variational methods do not explicitly evaluate the large error covariance matrices which are propagated by Kalman filters. Instead, variational algorithms simultaneously process all of the data within a given time period (or ''assimilation window'') and the adjustment process is simultaneous. The adjusted states at all times are influenced by all of the observations over the assimilation window. In this study, a 1DVAR assimilation scheme is used to update the land surface variables in the LSS of SiB2 [Sellers et al., 1996] with GBMR observations by applying the SA as the minimization scheme.
Land Data Assimilation Scheme
[11] All numerical forecast models, whether they represent the state of a water cycle, the spread of disease, or any other physical process, contain unknown parameters. These parameters may be the model's initial conditions, its boundary conditions, or other tunable parameters, which have to be determined in order to produce realistic results. The LDAS is a method of estimating this set of parameters by optimizing the fit between the solution of the model and a set of observations which the model is meant to predict. In this context, the procedure of adjusting the parameters until the model best predicts the observables, is known as optimization. In practical applications, observation sets span over three-dimensional space and a time domain. The FDDA has proved to be a valuable tool for handling a range of observations of many different types to be digested within a framework of a numerical model of the land surface.
[12] However, for this particular application, LDAS is not a four-dimensional (x, y, z, t) approach but considered as a 1DVAR (x, t) problem. The observations are taken over the same footprint (2.5m Â 1.5m) at different time domains, and we assume that the lateral moisture and heat fluxes in the unsaturated zone are negligible. This enables us to make the footprint domain as a grid of one-dimensional vertical cells, as illustrated in Figure 1 . We seek estimates of the soil moisture in the three nodes and estimates of canopy and soil surface temperatures for each footprint. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of the LDAS mechanism. 2.1.1. Variational Cost Function
[13] Optimization should be regarded as a class of inverse problem. The approach of this inverse modeling is to find the optimal initial conditions of the model, x(t 0 ), so as to minimize some scalar quantity, J. The J is known as the cost function that measures the weighted sum of the squares of distances J b from the background state x b and J o from the observations y o distributed over a time interval [t 0 , t n ] [Daley, 1991; Ide et al., 1997; Talagrand, 1997] ,
where x and M are the model's state vector and its corresponding dynamics operator, respectively. B is an a priori weighting matrix, meant to approximate the error covariance matrix of x b (background). Throughout the following text, the superscript T denotes the vector or matrix transpose, y i 0 is the radiometer observation at time t i and H is an observation operator. Both H and M are nonlinear operators. R is the observational error covariance matrix and consists of instrumental and representativeness errors.
Error Analysis
[14] We have made various assumptions when expressing this cost function mathematically. The first assumption is that the model is ''perfect'' over the assimilation period. This leads to the so-called strong constraint formalism, as used in equation (1) [Daley, 1991] . We could use an alternative cost function with a third term, which is the additional constraint, which penalizes model errors. This would be an example of a weak constraint formalism [Daley, 1991; Zupanski, 1997] . However, for the sake of brevity, the compact definition of J given by equation (1) is applied in the LDAS.
[15] We also need some way of taking into account the fact that there are some uncertainties in the initial conditions and in the observations, and we assume some model of the errors between these vectors and their true counterparts. The correct way to do this is to assume some probability density functions. We have assumed that the errors are unbiased and Gaussian. The error covariances here are named B for the background and R for the measurements, and their error statistics are functions of the physical processes governing the meteorological situation and the observational network. If we want to use the variational method with a continual stream of new data, we have to block the data into a series of consecutive assimilation windows N of finite length.
[16] To initialize the assimilation interval n (n = 1. . . N), we must supply the prior mean value (x b ) and covariance of the initial condition, such that information gained in the past is reflected in the following simulations. Otherwise, several combinations of the initial conditions of the state variables, especially under vegetation conditions, have the possibility of producing the same radio brightness observations (the influence of the soil moisture on radio brightness under vegetation is minimal) and there is no point to the data assimilation. So, an adequate knowledge of the structure of J b and B is essential as they contain crucial statistical information summarizing the behavior of the system, key issue in data assimilation.
Model Operator: Land Surface Scheme
[17] Land surface schemes simulate energy and mass transfers between the soil, vegetation, and the atmosphere.
However, these schemes are prone to errors in both structure (all physical process cannot be defined as a set of numerical equations) and parameterizations (assigning values that are true or close to the values of the true parameters is a critical issue). In general, LSS has usually been designed for homogeneous surfaces and it requires information on the vegetation structure (e.g., LAI, height), optical properties of the soil and vegetation, the physiological properties of vegetation, the thermal and hydraulic properties of the soil, and the atmospheric conditions. The LSS used in this study is the one-dimensional revised SiB2 of Sellers et al. [1996] . It has a far smaller core set of parameters and a more physically based approach than other land surface models.
[18] SiB2 is able to use satellite data to specify the timevarying phenological properties of FPAR, LAI, and the canopy greenness fraction. This is an intermediate two-layer model ( Figure 1 ). They partition energy fluxes into fluxes originating from one vegetation layer and from the soil surface. They are less complex than multilayer models, especially when applied to a data assimilation model. The complete formulation of SiB2 is set out by Sellers et al. [1996] and papers have been referred to it. For the purpose of illustration, a brief summary of the governing equations is presented here. In the following paragraph, subscripts c, g, and d denote the canopy, ground surface, and deep soil, respectively, and the symbols and units are clearly summarized in Table 2 .
Canopy and Ground Precipitation Interception
[19] If the air temperature is less than 273.16K, the precipitation is considered to be snow, and snow and water cannot coexist. The canopy and ground interceptions are governed by
Canopy and Ground
Ground surface temperature (T g )
Soil Water Flow: Three-Layer Finite Difference Method
[20] SiB2 includes three soil layers ( Figure 1 ): a surface layer of a few centimeters (3 cm in the present application), which acts as a significant source of direct evaporation when moist, a root zone (3 -25 cm), which is the supplier of soil moisture to the roots and accounts for transpiration; and a deep soil layer, which acts as a source for hydrological base flow and upward recharge of the root zone. The three governing equations of water balance are summarized as follows Surface layer
Root layer
Deep layer
In SiB2 the above set of equations is converted to a linear system with unknown Q ij .
[21] Additionally, a modified approximation of the Stefan solution is also incorporated into the framework of the above land surface scheme to calculate the soil moisture profile and temperature during the freeze/thaw cycle . The modified governing equations are clearly summarized in the above reference. Furthermore, the above governing equations are modified to incorporate the vertical heterogeneity in hydraulic soil properties. In cases where the hydraulic soil properties differ, the assumption of a homogenous soil profile brings significant error to the simulation of soil moisture. In the present scheme, K S , ψ S , f and B are considered to differ for each layer to account for the heterogeneous soil characteristics [Koudelova et al., 2001 ].
Observation Operator: Radiative Transfer Model
[22] The theory behind microwave remote sensing of soil moisture is based on the large contrast between the dielectric properties of liquid water ($80) and dry soil (<4). As the moisture increases, the dielectric constant of the soil water mixture increases and this changes the detectability by microwave sensors [Njoku and Kong, 1977; Dobson et al., 1985; Ulaby et al., 1986] . The emission of microwave energy is proportional to the product of the surface temperature and the surface emissivity, which is often referred to as the microwave brightness temperature (T BT ). This technique can be applied successfully if other factors known to affect T BT , such as the instrument configuration and target characteristics (i.e., soil texture, surface roughness, and vegetation) are invariant for a particular locality.
[23] In order to estimate the brightness temperature for a particular locality, a physically based simplified radiative transfer model has been developed by Koike et al. [2000] and Fujii and Koike [2000] . The physics of the above model is expressed by the following equation:
This equation represents the total emission and attenuation from the land surface (s), vegetation canopy (c), and rainfall drops (r i ). We assume that the atmosphere and rain are transparent (v r i = 1 and t r i = 0) at lower frequencies and rewrite equation (14) as,
where T BT is the brightness temperature, is the vegetation opacity, t c and v c is the vegetation single scattering albedo.
Smooth Bare Surface
[24] The brightness temperature of an emitting smooth bare surface is related only to the physical temperature and the dielectric constant of the medium (refer to Figure 3a) . Then, equation (15) can be simplified to
where R s is the smooth surface reflectivity, T s is the thermometric temperature of the soil surface, and e = (1 À R s ) is the emissivity, which depends on the dielectric constant of the medium being measured [Schmugge et al., 1974; Ulaby et al., 1982] . The reflectivity is described by the Fresnel equation that defines the behavior of electromagnetic waves as a smooth dielectric boundary. For horizontal (H ) and vertical (V ) polarized waves at no-nadir incidence (q), the Fresnel reflection coefficients are given by
where the dielectric constant of the soil, e r , which depends mainly on our assimilation variable, the soil moisture, m v and is given by [Dobson et al., 1985] 
where r b is the soil bulk density, r s is the soil specific density, e s is the dielectric constant of the soil having extremely low moisture content, e s % (4.7, 0), e fw is the dielectric constant of free water, and a and b are two empirical coefficients dependent on the soil texture.
Rough Bare Surface
[25] In order to determine the brightness temperature of an emitting rough bare surface (refer to Figure 3b ), equation (16) is modified with the roughness parameters and given as
where R r is the rough surface reflectivity. In order to incorporate the effects of surface roughness, the smooth surface reflectivity, R s , is modified using a polarization mixing parameter, Q, and a roughness height parameter, h, [Wang and Choudhury, 1981] . Q is the proportion in which the horizontal and vertical polarizations are mixed. The parameter h is related to the surface height standard deviation. The Fresnel power reflectivity from a rough surface can be expressed as:
where q is the incident angle, and p and q denote the horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively. The roughness height parameter, h, is given as:
where l is the wavelength, and s is the standard deviation of the surface height.
Vegetation Cover
[26] The effect of vegetation is to attenuate the microwave emission from the soil; it also adds to the total radiative flux with its own emission (refer to Figure 3c ). The emission from vegetation was first studied by Kirdiashev et al [1979] who evaluated the sensitivity reduction to soil moisture content measurements due to different types of vegetation. The maximum reduction in sensitivity was found in the presence of broadleaf crops and it appeared to be about 30% at 1GHz and 90% at 10GHz. In general, the degree to which vegetation affects the determination of soil moisture depends on the mass of vegetation and the wavelength.
[27] Then the total brightness can be simplified into three classes, such as the surface emission and vegetation attenuation, the direct vegetation emission, and the reflected vegetation emission and its attenuation. Now we can modify equation (15) as follows
where f is the fraction of the vegetation area. R is the surface reflectivity, and is corrected with roughness effects. It is often assumed that the vegetation opacity (t C ) is proportional to the vegetation water content (W v ), thus
where b is a coefficient that depends on the canopy structure and the wavelength. These values, b 0 and x, were optimized for soybean and cornfields, based on published data, such as those of Jackson and Schmugge [1991] . The single scattering albedo (w c ) can vary with the same parameters that influence the transmissivity of the vegetation. However, the dynamic range of this variable is fairly small at greater wavelengths, varying from between 0.05 and 0.10 [Jackson and Schmugge, 1991] . There is also very little data available for estimating w c . Therefore following Jackson and O'Neill [1990] and Jackson and Schmugge [1991] , w c is assumed to be zero for wavelengths greater than 3 cm and following Wigneron et al. [1995] , w c is assumed to be 0.05 for wavelengths of less than 3 cm.
Minimization Theory: Simulated Annealing Technique
[28] SA is a stochastic relaxation technique which is based on the analogy to the physical process of annealing a metal: At high temperatures, atoms are randomly distributed. With decreasing temperatures, they tend to arrange themselves into a crystalline state, which minimizes their energy. Using this analogy, the algorithm randomly generates new configurations by sampling from the probability distribution of the system. New configurations are accepted with a certain acceptance probability, depending on the temperature: Since increases in energy can be accepted, the algorithm is able to escape local energy minima. It has been shown that the algorithm converges to a global energy minimum if the temperature is reduced sufficiently slowly.
Merits and Critics of Simulated Annealing
[29] SA can (1) process cost functions possessing quite arbitrary degrees of nonlinearities, discontinuities, and stochasticities; (2) process quite arbitrary boundary conditions and constraints imposed on these cost functions; (3) be implemented quite easily with a degree of coding quite minimal relative to other nonlinear optimization algorithms; and (4) statistically guarantee finding an optimal solution [Nishimori and Jun-ichi, 1998; Evensen, 1997; Kruger, 1993; Ingber, 1989 Ingber, , 1993 Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Press et al., 1993] . Therefore SA is capable of minimizing the LDAS cost function without using an adjoint model. However, even the standard SA is not without its critics. It can be quite time-consuming to find an optimal fit. Efforts have been made to improve the performance of the algorithm by reducing the amount of time it takes to run. The incorporation of the VFSA [Ingber, 1989] [30] Finding the (ideally global) minimum of some function f (x){in this present study f J, where J is the LDAS total cost function defined in equation (5)} in the presence of many local minima, where x is an N-dimensional vector.
Requirements
[31] (1) The value of f is the objective function. (2) The system state is the vector x. (3) The control parameter, T, is something like temperature or energy, with an annealing schedule by which it is gradually reduced. (4) There must also be a generator of random changes in the configuration, that is, a procedure for taking a random step from x to x + Áx.
Approach
[32] Consider an element of an N-dimensional state vector, x i j , in dimension j, generated at the annealing time i constrained by,
where, R l and R h are two N-dimensional vectors in the low and high range of x. The state x is updated with a random increment, Áx, with any element of 2[À1, 1].
In this study, the element of Áx is generated from a u j uniform distribution.
The generating function of Áx and its cumulative probability distributions are defined based on Ingber's [1989] VFSA theory. The annealing schedule for T j at annealing-time i is
where N is the dimension of the state vector and c is an analogy to the ''Boltzmann's constant''. Following this, the Áx's are generated until a set of state variables are obtained satisfying the constraints (equation (25)). At each generation, the new set of state variables is updated (only if the energy E reduced) with an acceptance probability. The acceptance probability (h(x)) is based on the energy changes of obtaining a new state relative to a previous state E i ,
where E represents the ''energy'' of the cost function appropriate to the physical problem.
[33] The schematic of Figure 4 explains the details of the analogy with thermodynamics, which is the heart of the SA algorithm and its related processes. In Figure 4 , ''Initialize Temperature'' means setting some value for the control parameter T, ''Initial Solution'' means the first guess of the state vector x, ''Generate new Solution'' means the generation of Áx, and ''adjust temperature'' means the adjustment of the control parameter T by the annealing schedule given in equation (29).
Simulation Cycle
[34] The simulations have been carried out in the following steps: (1) At the first step, the initial conditions are obtained from the background knowledge or from a reasonable random guesses; such as the air temperature equaling the soil surface and canopy temperature. (2) With given initial conditions for the model state (soil moisture and temperature) simulations using SiB2 alone were carried out for each of the land surface conditions for the whole of the simulation period. (3) With the same initial conditions, LDAS is then separately run for the first assimilation window (24 hours = 0 to 23). Then, these outputs are saved. (4) Then, the output of the state variables at time = 23 is assumed to be better background value for the next assimilation window (24 to 47 hours) of the LDAS. This way, the LDAS simulations are carried out for the whole of the simulation period. (5) The output from step 2, SiB2, and steps 3 and 4, LDAS are compared in the results section. After each assimilation window, the updates of the new initial conditions and predictions can easily be identified in the results of the LDAS simulations.
Observed Data and Model Calibration

Soil Moisture Experiment in 2002 and Data
[35] SMEX02 was conducted during the summer (midJune to mid-July) of 2002 in Iowa and focused on the role of soil moisture and crops in land-atmosphere interactions. SMEX02 was a large-scale multidisciplinary project that involved around 100 scientists and students from US agencies and universities, Japan and Canada. More information about the elements of SMEX02 can be found at http://hydrolab.arsusda.gov/SMEX02/.
[36] As part of SMEX02, the University of Tokyo, in cooperation with the Japanese ADEOS-II AMSR program, deployed a GBMR at a site in the Iowa study area. The GBMR was kept at a single location (border of WC32 and WC33) for the duration of SMEX02 and collected diurnal data over several adjacent fields (soybean, corn, baresmooth, bare-rough, and bare-natural). 3.1.1. Soil Moisture, Soil and Canopy Temperature, and Surface Roughness
[37] Three sets of continuous automatic SMTMS were located near the soybean, corn, and bare-natural footprints of GBMR. These systems recorded the soil moisture (1.5, 4, 8, 15, 25, and 50 cm) and temperature (0, 1.5, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 25, 35, and 50 cm) variation with a ten-minute temporal resolution for the duration of the experimental period from DOY 171 to DOY 193. Gravimetric soil moisture samples of the 0 -1 cm and 1 -2.5 cm layers were collected at each footprint (1 -3 samples/day). At three sampling points, the surface and canopy temperatures were collected using a nadir-viewing infrared radiometer either concurrently with the microwave measurements. Meanwhile, the bulk temperature and snapshots (to estimate the fraction of vegetation area) of the canopy and surface from the footprint to the GBMR view direction (55°) were also obtained.
[38] In addition, using TDR, vertical soil moisture measurements at depths of 1 cm and 2.5 cm for bare-rough and 1.5 cm for bare-smooth, and using two temperature probes, soil temperature measurements at 1 cm for the bare-smooth and bare-rough footprints were carried out. Bulk density measurements were carried out only once for the duration of SMEX02. Two samples of the surface roughness for each bare footprint (one parallel and the other in a direction perpendicular to the GBMR view) were collected once a week. Standard procedures were used to analyze these data.
Vegetation Parameters
[39] LAI, vegetation water content, wet biomass, volume fraction, and structure measurements were carried out at least twice a week. LAI data were obtained with the LAI-2000 Plant Canopy Analyser and manual processing (image analysis). In order to drive the NDVI and other related SWC vegetation parameters, we employed a spectral scope, Field spec FR, with a band scope from 350 to 2500 nm, and with a fine resolution of 1nm in the visible and infrared bands. These observations were obtained once a week.
Forcing Data
[40] One AWS was installed near the observation area. Among the six forcing variables required to run LSS, the downward shortwave and longwave radiation, air temperature, wind speed, and vapor pressure (transformed from humidity) were obtained directly from AWS. The precipitation was measured using a disdrometer with a digital recorder.
Ground-Based Radiometer Measurements
[41] Microwave radiometric data were acquired with the three frequencies, dual-polarized radiometer GBMR (6.925 GHz, 10.65 GHz, and 18.7 GHz). The radiometer beam width is 10 0 and the beam efficiency is 90%. The radiometers were set up on a positioner and the whole system was mounted on a lift table fixed with a container. The positioner could be rotated over a 360°azimuth and a 90°elevation. The measurements were obtained with an incidence angle of 55°, and 100 samples were taken for each observation with a time resolution of 0.2 s. The data shown in this study were acquired during the daytime (8.00 -18.00 true local time). Absolute calibrations were made using a hot load maintained at ambient temperature and a cold load maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K).
[42] Unfortunately, we faced a strong man-made interference, which was a strong noise introduced by TV or radio channels. Except for other data, the C-band (6.925 GHz) horizontal polarization data over the corn footprint was interfered with ( Figure 5 ) and we were not able to guarantee good quality results using these affected data.
Data Analysis 3.2.1. Correlation of LAI and NDVI
[43] There were positive correlations between LAI and NDVI found for corn and soybean and these regressions were calculated as given by the following equations. Corn Observation: NDVI max = 0.738 and NDVI min = 0.545
Soybean Observation: NDVI max = 0.752 and NDVI min = 0.217
Correlation of LAI and Vegetation Water Content (W v )
[44] These regressions were made with the minimal number of available data and may be updated after the whole of the SMEX02 data is opened to the research groups. However, our present studies have been satisfied using the following regressions: Corn 
Model Calibration
[45] There were missing GBMR data from the 23rd to the 25th of June 2002 so the model calibration was undertaken for soil moisture and temperature data collected prior to the 23rd of June 2002. The soil hydraulic properties and surface roughness were the main calibrated parameters, and the other model parameters were defined directly from field observations and from the work of Sellers et al. [1996] . The basic calibrated parameters are summarized in Table 3 . The calculation of the two roughness parameters h and Q was carried out in the following steps: first, h was obtained from field observations (from s). Then, h and Q were retrieved simultaneously using some radio brightness observations prior to the 23 June 2002. Finally, comparing the two different h, and field knowledge, the roughness parameters h and Q were optimized. We did this optimization only for three bare fields (rough, smooth, and natural) and the roughness parameters for corn and soybean were assumed to be similar to the bare-natural conditions. In addition, we assumed that the above roughness parameters were constant during the model validation period.
Results
[46] Employing the calibrated and other parameters, the ability to retrieve accurate soil moisture profile and canopy and surface temperatures using microwave radiometer observations via a 1DVAR data assimilation scheme under different field conditions was evaluated for the period from 26 June 2002 to 12 July 2002 by comparing SMTMS, TDR, and other manual observations. These observations were neither used for any calibration nor for assimilation purposes. They were used exclusively for the purpose of model validation.
Radio Brightness Temperature
[47] The radio brightness temperature is related to the land surface states with a gray body radiative transfer model [Ulaby et al., 1982 [Ulaby et al., , 1986 Galantowicz et al., 1999] . Figure 6 shows the bare soil (rough and smooth) and vegetation (soybean) field's microwave emissivity versus soil moisture.
[48] For bare soil, there is a strong sensitivity of microwave emissivity to soil moisture. Vegetation and soil roughness effects decrease this sensitivity. In addition to this, sensitivity decreases with increasing microwave frequency (refer to the correlation coefficients in Figure 6 ). It is very difficult to determine the soil moisture using higher frequency sensors under a dense vegetation condition.
[49] Figure 7 shows the estimated radio brightness comparison to the measurements. According to the results, RTM has been successfully tested by comparing its estimations with measurements from the GBMR. On the basis of these tests and results, we believe that the model (RTM) described in the text (for bare and vegetation fields) is sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient to be used as an observation operator in LDAS. Note that some of the GBMR observations are occasionally taken during, or shortly after, rain events. At such times, the water film covering the vegetation and soil makes it difficult to take accurate measurements by GBMR. At present, we do not have any countermeasures for controlling the errors associated with the above observations. However, in an operational setting, a quality control system would be needed to screen out or modify the data, which is affected by the water film.
Initialization and Retrieval of State Variables
[50] The state variables are the soil moisture at three different depths (each layers), the canopy temperature and the surface temperature, as already mentioned in the above text. The model brightness temperatures are obtained from running the model and observation operators at a chosen footprint. The vector y 0 is obtained from GBMR measurements.
[51] For the first run (first assimilation window) of LDAS, the model state was initialized with a reasonable first guess (x 0 (t 0 ) = x b + e) from a priori knowledge (background: x b ). The first average background values of the volumetric soil moistures were assumed to be: surface layer 10% and root and deep zones half of the porosity (25%), with an error standard deviation of 10%. The initial soil surface and canopy temperatures are set to equal the air temperature with an error standard deviation of 2K. Furthermore, we assumed that the observational errors (microwave radiometer observations) are not correlated with the signal, and that the measurement errors added to the brightness temperature values are temporally invariant with a standard deviation of 3 -5 K.
[52] For the following assimilation windows, the mean of the initial condition for interval n is readily set to equal the estimate at the end of interval n À 1. Likewise, its covariance should equal the corresponding estimation error covariance at the end of the preceding interval. The given covariance for the first interval is higher because it relies on a smaller amount of information. This single interval covariance will generally be large when used to initialize the following intervals. Here, it is improved such that the initial condition covariance of interval n is a scaled fraction of the first assimilation window's covariance, like B n = B 1 n À1 (n = 1. . . N ), where n = 1. . . 17 indicates the sequential order of the assimilation intervals.
[53] Furthermore, in addition to normal assimilation procedures, as a special case, in the soybean fields, we considered that the assimilation window is similar to the earlier one such as at 24 hours, but the preceding or next assimilation window starts just after 6 hours on the early assimilation window (refer to Figure 8 ). This issue considers the effect of the numbers of assimilation windows on the accuracy and computational demands on the assimilation algorithm design.
[54] The LDAS was then run, subject to the surface forcing, and updated each day with radio brightness measurements. Prior to the LDAS simulations, SiB2 (openloop) simulations were carried out for each of the land surface conditions for the whole of the simulation period continuously with the same first guess of the initial conditions. The results from the LDAS are then compared with the open-loop simulations, volumetric soil moisture and temperature profiles data from SMTMS, IR surface and canopy temperatures, and connector TDR volumetric soil moistures in Figures 9 and 10. 
Retrieval of Volumetric Soil Moisture
[55] Figure 9 shows the variation in volumetric soil moisture at the surface layer of the soybean, corn, and bare fields. Meanwhile, Figure 10 shows the variation in volumetric soil moisture of the root layers of soybean and corn fields. Soil moisture simulations of the root layers for bare fields and the deep layers for all fields are not presented in this text.
[56] Deep layer soil moisture does not vary significantly at the weekly timescale, and the assimilation does not provide a significant improvement at this depth. The results show that the soil moisture profile retrieval algorithm using microwave radiometer observations and the variational assimilation scheme quickly bring the state variables on track and produce more satisfactory results than open-loop simulations (refer to the error analysis in Table 4 ), when there is no considerable error associated with radiometer observations. Table 4 summarizes the average and RMS error tests for surface and root layer soil moisture for two different simulation periods (A, prior to the heavy precipitation day, and B, overall period).
[57] Particularly under vegetation conditions, even after comprehensive multiobjective parameter calibrations, the open-loop simulations of the surface zone soil moisture were sometime underestimated (Figure 9 , corn) or overestimated (Figure 9 , soybean) compared to the observations, and were unable to achieve the observed post-storm dry down. Meanwhile, prior to the precipitation event on the day 10th of July 2002, data assimilation methods (AssN, assimilation steps given as in Figure 8a , and AssN-6H, assimilation steps given as in Figure 8b ) significantly improved the simulations of the surface zone soil moisture. However, after heavy storms, the LDAS simulations were found to be worse than open-loop simulations, due to the poor quality of the radio brightness data. The water film over the vegetation and soil affected the radio brightness observations.
[58] For bare-surfaces, surface zone soil moisture estimations by both open-loop and LDAS give good estimations (closer to observations), and this is evident from the error analysis in Table 4 . However, simulations by LDAS show better agreements than the open-loop simulations (refer to Table 4) due to the modified initial conditions by incorporating radio brightness observations. In Figure 6 we estimated the correlation coefficients between the soil moisture and the microwave radio brightness. These correlation coefficients show the role of brightness temperatures in soil moisture estimations, especially with the 6.925 GHz signals. Compared to open-loop simulations, data assimilation methods improve the model simulations via these kinds of high-quality and high-sensitivity observations.
[59] In bare-rough surface simulations, compared to TDR observations at a depth of 1.5 cm, the LDAS surface zone results were overestimated, and followed the TDR obser- vations at a 2.5 cm depth. The reason is the error associated with the assigned roughness parameters (h and Q). The selected values of these roughness parameters were found to be significantly smaller than those calculated using the measured values of s. This lead to the overestimation of the brightness data. In order to control the overestimated brightness temperature and to match these data to the observed, the assimilation scheme attempted to increase the soil moisture content in the surface zone. These results could be corrected by applying improved surface roughness parameters. However, the results have been kept as is in order to enforce the key role of the roughness parameters. However, in future applications, research needs to be focused on the development of some physically based algorithms, rather than the present Q-h model.
[60] The open-loop simulations of the surface zone soil moisture also follow the field observations sufficiently closely as is expected for both the vegetation and the bare surfaces, due to the well-calibrated parameters and the a priori model state. Fortunately, the first guesses were found to be closer to ideal. Otherwise, the open-loop results would have been worse than the present simulations. This is evident from the root zone soil moisture retrievals for the soybean and corn fields (Figure 10 ). In the root zones, the failure by open-loop simulations might be due to the uncounted horizontal subsurface flow and/or from the poor initial conditions and/or systematic error in the SiB2 and insufficient time for the forecasting model dynamics to influence the soil moisture retrieval significantly. However, data assimilation has the consequence that mass and energy are not conserved. If the model has too much or too little water, the data assimilation process either creates or destroys water in such a way as to make these states more realistic. Failures due to the uncounted horizontal flow and model errors could be partially overcome with the assimilation process.
[61] The simulation results from a higher number of assimilation windows (AssN-6H: 65 windows in the present application) suggest that state variables are simulated more accurately than with a lesser number of assimilation windows (AssN: 17 windows in the present application) (refer to Figure 9 and Table 4 ). In the case of AssN-6H, after completion of the assimilation scheme for an assimilation window, the state variables are updated for only 6 hours. However, in the case of AssN, it should be 24 hours. In order to avoid the accumulation of model errors, updating the model simulation for shorter periods (e.g., 6 hours), is preferable. At the same time, we are considering more observations for the next estimations (i.e., the rest of the 18 hours of estimations within the same assimilation window are updated with the next window observations (see Figure 8b) ). However, the computational demands might be the major drawback of the large number of assimilation windows schemes. Careful consideration will be required in future assimilation studies in order to maintain computational feasibility at both the one-and three-dimensional levels and in the selection of algorithms.
Retrieval of Soil Surface and Canopy Temperatures
[62] Table 5 shows the RMSE and average error variations of the surface temperature of the soybean, corn, and This result suggests that surface and canopy temperatures may be simulated correctly during sustained dry periods and sustained wet periods, without the assimilation of the microwave radio brightness observations, providing the correct atmospheric forcing, soil, and vegetation heat transfer parameters are given to the model. The temperature of the canopy and of the ground cover and soil surface are fastresponse or ''quasi-diagnostic'' variables; therefore no large error will result if they are initialized with any values that are of the same order of magnitude as the true value.
[63] However, during a poorly parameterized remote and large-scale area simulation and/or in coupled simulations with GCM, the assimilation of satellite radio brightness observations is important for accurate simulations of the temperatures.
Summary and Conclusions
[64] The microwave emissions of two agricultural canopy (corn and soybean) types and three bare surfaces (smooth, rough, and natural) and a methodology for retrieving one-dimensional soil moisture profiles, surface temperatures, and canopy temperatures using a novel application of data assimilation were explored in this paper. The results of this study emphasize the relative importance of the data assimilation method in the land surface variable retrieval process. Microwave radiometer observations are known to be the dominant force in controlling errors associated with initial conditions, model parameters, and failure due to the uncoupled horizontal process. The effective use of these observations is hampered by the complicated relationships that exist in the data assimilation scheme. However, careful attention is required in identifying the most appropriate interface between the microwave radiometer data and the assimilation system; the observation operator within the assimilation system must be carefully matched to the pre-processed observations. Here, much consideration has been made of the two different agricultural crops and the three different bare fields. However, more studies need to be carried out to develop more sophisticated observation operators for various vegetation and roughness fields.
[65] The simulation results have indicated that, if the initial stage soil porosity, residual soil moisture content, and other relative parameters have been identified correctly, the soil moisture profile and related land surface variables will be modeled correctly during sustained dry and sustained wet periods, without the assimilation of the microwave radiometer observations. This implies that the error propagation with model integration is minimal. In this case, our assumption of a ''perfect model'' (strong constraint) seems to be reasonable. However, the model errors are potentially serious, and if either the model forecasts or observations are systematically biased in any way, then without the removal of such biases, it will be impossible to improve the forecasts of the soil moisture profile or other variables, no matter how good the assimilation scheme.
[66] It likely that the land surface estimates produced by our assimilation algorithm could be improved by incorporating other types of measurements, such as low-frequency (L-band) microwave measurements, as they are generally highly correlated with soil moisture. However, determining the vegetation and surface roughness effects on microwave emission are crucial for the accurate retrieval of land surface variables. Utilizing vegetation classification and biomass algorithms based on visible and near-infrared data, it should be possible to correct for vegetation effects operationally in the assimilation of passive microwave radiometer measurements. On the other hand, surface roughness must be handled through a physically based algorithm.
[67] In order to apply this assimilation scheme for a relatively large-scale experiment, it should consider the satellite-based microwave radiometer observations. Satellite observations are available only over large spatial scales (e.g., AMSR-E's footprint size is 70 km at 6.9 GHz). Clearly, the satellite observation pixel will comprise a mixture of the deferent land cover types. The mixed pixel issue might be addressed by the following techniques: (1) addressing the spectral characteristics by the combination of several frequency observations and (2) downscaling satellite observations with FDDA mechanisms. However, the fundamental problems associated with RTMs, data assimilation, and local characteristics have to be addressed with ground-based experiments. Basically, our present study is the first and the foundation step before to addressing satellite data issue. If we have developed and validated RTMs for different homogeneous land surface types and local characteristics with ground-based experiments, addressing satellite observations will become a less complex problem. When using the downscaling technique, we can effectively increase the resolution of radio brightness images by making use of the fact that micrometeorological, land cover, and soil texture information are typically available at finer scales (e.g., 5 km) than the brightness data. The spatial structure conveyed by these finer-scale model inputs provides the information needed to resolve soil moisture and other related land surface variable variations over scales smaller than the observation pixel scale.
[68] Finally, the algorithm in its current implementation is not yet sufficiently robust for widespread practical applications. Convergence is difficult to achieve for large uncertainties in the initial conditions and long assimilation windows (24 hr). Meanwhile, the present study was limited to one-dimensional coupling. It should be coupled with horizontal water flow models (distributed hydrological models). Furthermore, data assimilation schemes should include multiple sources of microwave observations, accurate error functions, and modified annealing schemes to improve the forecasts and reduce the computational burden. We hope that the approach outlined here is a valuable first step toward the comprehensive use of satellite data for large-scale hydrological simulations. Future research and data will allow for a better understanding of the underlying physical processes and hence lead to more sophisticated algorithms, which at present seem remote.
